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Teacher of the Year
In May of 2018, Book
Trust announced its
first recipient of the
Jill Schatz Book Trust
Teacher of the Year
Award, Ms. Aine Sia.

“The Book Trust Teacher of the Year is someone who exemplifies the
Book Trust mission of delivering choice and ownership of books to
children from low-income families, increasing their literacy skills and
fostering lifelong learning.”
The teacher also must complete all aspects of our program’s fidelity
including: ordering every month, promoting interest-based choice,
celebration, independent reading and family engagement.

About Book Trust
Since 2001, Book Trust has been transforming the lives of thousands of low income students every month, by
empowering them to choose, own, and love their own books. Teacher-led and student-driven, Book Trust’s
program helps kids get in their daily reading practice and build a culture of literacy in the classroom and at
home.

BOOK TRUST’S 5 COMPONENTS OF FIDELITY
Our program relies on our teacher-partners to implement its key components faithfully, to maximize the
impact it has on the students we serve. Book Trust teachers agree to adhere to these components:
Frequency of Participation (Consistency): Teachers facilitate the book ordering process every month of the
school year;
Choice: Teachers help students learn to make interest-based choices, supported by peer-to-peer conversations
around choice during class time;

[ left to right ]
Founding family
member, Jill Schatz;
Nominating Book
Trust Manager, Dr.
Marvin Jennings;
Teacher of the Year
Winner, Aine Sia;
(former) Book Trust
President & CEO,
Amy Friedman

Celebration: Teachers lead monthly celebrations on the day the books arrive, elevating the importance of
reading. Kids get excited to talk about and read their new books;
Independent Reading Time: With teacher support, kids get time in class to read their Book Trust books
before they go home;
Family Engagement: Teachers help deliver a consistent message about nightly reading with Book Trust books,
empowering families to build and support a culture of literacy at home.
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We tip our hat to 2018 winner Aine Sia, who fully encompasses Book Trust’s mission, day in and day out at PS
112 Bronxwood Elementary in New York City. Just read what Book Trust Manager, Dr. Marvin Jennings, had to
say about her...
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“Long before Book Trust became a part of our PS 112 family, Ms. Sia was developing a love for reading in her classes.
Because our budget didn’t allow the purchase of new reading books, Ms. Sia went out on her own and acquired
books from many sources. Ms. Sia established a “Book Hospital” in her classroom where “Student Medics” would
patch, repair, and rehabilitate used/discarded books of interest for use in their class library. Students would not only
embrace the books they repaired, but read and treat them with the respect they deserved. She didn’t let the lack of
finances and family resources stand in the way of making reading important to her children. I believe this speaks to
the heart of what Book Trust is about; providing children of modest means access to the kinds of books they love and
creating in them a love for the printed word.”
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Ms. Sia was honored by Jill Schatz, founding family member of Book Trust, and then Book Trust President and
CEO Amy Friedman at a celebration on May 22, 2018.
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Frequency of
Participation
EVERY STUDENT, EVERY MONTH OF THE SCHOOL YEAR

Ordering consistently every month of the school year
is the first step to Book Trust success, which is why
Frequency of Participation is our first component of fidelity.
Book Trust students participate in the program every month from September to May. Kids
typically choose 1-2 books each month, creating habits and behaviors of great readers. Because this
enables them to build a home library of up to 20-25 books each year, students are not only able to practice
their reading in the classroom with teacher support, but also to bring that culture of literacy home.

Book Trust Monthly
Cycle Checklist
Use this checklist as a tool to help implement your Book Trust routine
consistently every month.

Create or access your
Cc
Scholastic account

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAR

APR

MAY

Distribute Scholastic flyers and
Book Trust choice resources

Order Books Once a Month, Every Month
It is critical that teachers place orders for each student every month of the school year. Not only is consistency vital to
delivering maximum impact on your students’ reading achievement, it’s also critical to our being able to administer useful,
data-driven evaluations that earn continued support from our funders and bring Book Trust back to your classrooms year
after year.

Developing a Routine
It is beneficial to establish a monthly routine. Developing a routine for yourself and your classroom will ensure that your
students receive books for each month of the school year, and will also make Book Trust’s program as easy as possible for
you to implement successfully. We recommend that you order by the 15th of each month to ensure that your kids receive
books each month, and to leave plenty of time in case there are any problems with your order. The actual order window
each month is between the first and last day of the month, so choose a day that will work for your schedule and make
it easy to remember. Create a system for facilitating choice and submitting your order. Whether you use the order slips
available on our website or some other method, place orders through your account on Scholastic’s website each month,
and celebrate the books when they arrive.

Support your students in choosing
books every month using their stipend
Order on the Student Tab by the 15th
of the month at clubs.scholastic.com
Hold on to your order confirmation
email from Scholastic
Celebrate the arrival of the books
with a Feed the Read Celebration
Engage students in independent
reading of their Book Trust books

PRO-TIPS
• Setting aside the time in the same way each
month sets you up for success in a busy day.
• Using Book Trust resources like Primary Pages,
ordering slips and volunteers in your classroom
will make this activity consistent and fun.
• Once ordered, the same rules of consistency
apply to the rest of the monthly Book Trust
cycle - celebration, independent reading, and
family engagement.
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Because my students receive books
every single month, they now talk
about having a bookshelf at home
and having their own collection of
books. Students have ‘no excuses’
not to read at home because they
always have new books they can
read at night.”
ANNEMARIE MINOR, MUNROE ELEMENTARY

Send books home with Book Trust’s
family engagement resources
Students take books home

Download a printable version of the Monthly Lifecycle at booktrust.org/teachers

INSPIRING KIDS’ PASSION FOR READING
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Choice is the Catalyst
for Reading Success

What does interestbased choice
look like?

TIP SHEET › WHY WE FOCUS ON CHOICE

When book choice is driven by interests, kids are motivated to
read and more likely to challenge themselves as readers.
WHY DOES INTEREST MATTER
MORE THAN LEVEL?

For comprehension, knowledge matters more
than reading ability.

Research proves that when kids
have background knowledge about a
topic of interest, they can access text
at a higher level and will read more.
Prioritizing student-driven choice
over all else allows them to own their
reading journey and engage with
content that drives their motivation
to read.

35

WHAT DOES ALL OF THIS MEAN?
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Interest > Reading Level

Comprehension Score

30
25
20
15

High knowledge
Weak reader

Low knowledge
Strong reader

Low knowledge
Weak reader

I have a student who struggled with reading and typically disengaged during
reading time. At the beginning of the year she was choosing books that her
friends also chose or activity books with less reading. Then she discovered the
selections about girls who code, and she has been so excited about reading and
coding ever since!”
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Find these resources for choice at booktrust.org/teachers
Search Bar

Interest-Based Pages

Teach your students
how to use the
Scholastic search bar.
Consider using book
buddies to pair up
older kids with younger
kids! Print directions
for your students.

For younger students,
print our interestbased Primary Pages.
These pages group
books by genre and
are sorted by price,
from Scholastic’s
massive online
inventory.

Topic: Dog Books

5
High knowledge
Strong reader

BOOK TRUST TEACHER, SAMUELS ELEMENTARY

Leverage interest-based choice to keep kids
motivated and engaged in reading.

Volunteer Toolkit
Recruit volunteers to create additional interestbased pages each month. Book Trust has a Volunteer
Toolkit available online with everything volunteers
will need to create customized pages based on
popular topics. (available in English and Spanish)

I used to be very specific about
what order form they could use,
based on their level. But I have
learned that, even if the book
is above their level, if they are
interested in learning more about
soccer or the designer of their
favorite video game, they will
challenge themselves to read it!”
BOOK TRUST TEACHER, DRUID HILL ELEMENTARY

INSPIRING KIDS’ PASSION FOR READING
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Empower Choice
PRACTICE CHOICE IN YOUR CLASSROOM ›
HOW DO KIDS PICK BOOKS?
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Choice
Process
1. Reflect on
the purpose
of reading

Guiding Question: Why do we read?

2. B
 rowse the flyer
and evaluate
genres

Guiding Question: Why is it important to think about our book choices?

3. Examine book
titles and covers

Guiding Question: What is the purpose of a book title and cover page?

4. Engage with
peers about
possible
selections

Guiding Question: How can our classmates help us as readers?

5. Evaluate
preferences
and price

Guiding Question: How can we rate the books to help us decide?

6. Assess
options select or reject

Guiding Question: What hooked you?

THE TOP REASONS DRIVING STUDENTS’ BOOK CHOICES:
Perceived Personal Value

Physical Characteristics

Topic or Theme

Students evaluate the value of
the book as if they are rating it.

Students analyze the different
elements of books in the
Scholastic flyer or online number of pages, pictures,
size of print, etc.

Students connect to a topic,
character, genre, author, or
theme that piques their interest.

“This looks like a good book.”
“I think this book will be
fun to read.”
“Doesn’t this story look funny?”

“This book is a chapter book,
but still has pictures. Perfect!”
“The cover of this book is full
of bright colors. I like that.”

“I love Pete the Cat!”
“Beverly Cleary wrote this, too?
I thought she only did Ramona
books!”
“I’m really into dog books
right now.”

Personal Recommendation

Displayed Books

Students reflect on peer recommendations as
forms of book input or approval.

Students recall book displays when browsing for
a book. Displayed books are twice as likely to get
chosen as other books because the book has
already been favored. This is especially powerful
for low readers.

“Joey told me this book was really good.”
“Ms. Carey read us this book at circle time.”
“I want to get the book that Maria got last month
about the elephant.”

“I saw this book in Ms. Lopez’s room.”
“My teacher loves this book.”

RESOURCES
• Scholastic Student Flyer:
You can request additional specialty flyers by
calling 1-800-SCHOLASTIC (ext 1). Consider
requesting Club Leo (Spanish books)
and the We Need Diverse Books flyer.
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• Student Interest Inventory and Book Trust Order
Recording Sheets: booktrust.org/teachers
• “Choice in Action” video: booktrust.org/teachers

BOOK TRUST STUDENT, LAFAYETTE SCHOOL

booktrust.org

• Introduce the idea that we read for a purpose, especially if that purpose is pure
enjoyment. Ask students, “What is your goal for choosing books this month? Do you
want to laugh, learn new information, read a great story?”

• Model the self-monitoring process - “I’m a Goosebumps lover. I bet there is another
Goosebumps or a different mystery book.” Or, “Last month, my teacher read us The
Mitten. I want to go find that book.”

• Model reflections about titles and cover pages - “I wonder why the illustrator put
goldfish on the cover. Maybe their names are Gleam and Glow? The title makes me
think this book will be about...”

• Make connections between books and create conversations around reading
identities. Encourage kids to know themselves and their peers as readers. Students
may say, “Look at this book! You’d love this since you’re a Wimpy Kid reader.”

• Help students prioritize what they will buy. Encourage students to talk with peers for
further recommendations.

• Facilitate conversation with kids to share what they picked and why. Highlight both
kids’ choices and their decision-making power.

ENGAGEMENT STRATEGIES

Did you see this new
book? You are a Captain
Underpants guy, like I
am a Wimpy Kid guy.”

• Scholastic’s online selection tool:
Search Bar at clubs.scholastic.com

Lesson Plan

Think, Pair, Share:
Upon hearing a
question and cue,
students partner-talk.
Students share what
their partner said to
increase accountability
and build culture.

Mingle:
After posing one of the
above guiding questions,
students mingle around
the room. A signal word
cues kids to stop walking
and find the closest
partner to Think, Pair,
Share.

Four Corners:
Hang signs in the
corners of the room
depicting reasons for
choosing a book (topic,
recommendation, etc).
Students walk to a
corner that connects
with their reason for
choosing and share that
reason with a partner.

Hand Signals:
As kids look through
the Scholastic flyer, teach
them hand signals to
represent a reaction
they have to a book.
For example, connecting
two fingers represents
a connection.

INSPIRING KIDS’ PASSION FOR READING
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Celebrating Book Arrivals
TIP SHEET › FOUR CELEBRATION IDEAS

Celebrating book arrivals teaches kids that reading is valued. It is
a key component of Book Trust’s program - let’s #feedtheread!

1

2

Theme parties

Creative book presentations

4

3

Book buddy pairings

Celebrity / guest readers

Feed the Read
Celebrations
Choice and ownership matter – and are more
motivating to students than book access alone.
Research shows that when students receive books that
are theirs to own, motivation increases. (Lindsay, 2010)

BUILD PRIDE WITH STUDENTS AND CELEBRATE OWNERSHIP BY
USING SOME IDEAS WE BORROWED FROM BOOK TRUST TEACHERS.

1
2
3
4

Give kids Sharpies! Yes, we said it –
Sharpies. Let them write their names in
permanent ink inside their books. Other
markers will obviously work, too!

Check out these Book Trust students
enjoying their new prized possessions!

If you invite a guest to your room to help
celebrate book arrivals, invite your guest
to autograph students’ books. We heard
about high school football players joining
a celebration at a Book Trust school
and then autographing the books. The
students loved it!
Print out labels with
“This book belongs to: ________________”
for kids to write on.
Date it! Encourage kids to date their Book
Trust books so they know when they first
became owners of their books.

Kinder & 4th grade buddy reading at Cornell

We do a share chair, where students share what books they chose. Then students get
to read with a partner and enjoy a treat. We call it “read and feed” time! My students
LOVE this time of the month and cheer when I show that the book box has arrived!”
BOOK TRUST TEACHER, BIRCHCREST ELEMENTARY

Check out booktrust.org/teachers for more celebration ideas!
9
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Share chair at Birchcrest Elementary

Emerson Elementary School Celebration

INSPIRING KIDS’ PASSION FOR READING
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Not So Independent,
Independent Reading

Independent Reading
HOW TO › FACILITATE INDEPENDENT
READING IN YOUR CLASSROOM

What It Is

What It Isn’t

The Need: Discrete skills and
instruction AND time to read.

Active: Teachers are engaged with students as
they read.

Passive: No longer are teachers doing DEAR time
and reading their own book to “model” reading.

The Challenge: Declining independent
reading time at school.

Scaffolded: Teachers provide scaffolding before,
during, and after kids read.

Free for all: Kids may be reading, or may be
staring off into space. Regardless, they have no
purpose and connection to the text.

Dedicated: Time for independent reading is
non-negotiable. It happens daily and may involve
analyzing transition time, morning routines, and
other minutes in the day in order to find these
precious minutes.

Situational: It’s not the activity that happens
“once all your work is finished” or at the end of the
day because there are 6 minutes before dismissal.

Reading for Reading: Incentives may include extra
minutes, free books, the use of the classroom bean
bag chairs during reading, or anything else that keep
their eyes on the real prize - getting lost in a book.

Reading for Junk: The days of stickers, pencils,
and prize boxes are long gone. Incentivizing
reading with stuff does not bring the connection
of literacy back to the books. Instead, it connects
reading to junk.

Choice: Students use their Book Trust books and get
lost in the text they choose. Their motivation to read
directly correlates with the authentic connection they
have with the text they picked out.

Mandated texts: The hierarchy used to place
reading level above choice and interest. This
philosophy limits kids’ awareness that they can
read just to read - not because someone handed
them a leveled text or passage.

Practice Makes Perfect!

NATIONAL AVERAGE

equals
12 minutes a day for
independent reading
time in school

The Solution: Book choice and access to
practice reading inside AND outside of school.

THAT IS NOT
ENOUGH!

Literacy Instructional Alignment in the Classroom
HOW AND WHERE DOES BOOK TRUST’S FOCUS ON INDEPENDENT READING
ALIGN WITH INSTRUCTIONAL PHILOSOPHIES?
The chart below is a sample representation of literacy approaches implemented in Book Trust schools. This chart
highlights the reading components of a literacy block. Writing components may be integrated within this block or
added to the end.

INSTRUCTIONAL
PHILOSOPHY

LITERACY BLOCK (average time: 90-120 minutes)

Balanced Literacy/
Readers Workshop

Word Work

Modeled
read aloud

Basal Curriculum

Word Work

Modeled
class text

Expeditionary
Learning
Daily 5

Shared reading
Guided reading
Practice/
apply
class text

Guided
Reading

Writing

Independent choice reading
Listen to reading

Book Trust’s greatest impact is represented in the yellow circle.
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Independent choice reading
Conferring

Integrated Lesson

Word Work

Conferring
Independent choice reading

Read to self

Buddy read

Closure

Closure

SCAFFOLDED INDEPENDENT READING
• Before Reading: Instruction, modeling
• During Reading: Coaching, feedback

Closure

• After Reading: Responses, closure
(quick write, peer sharing, table talks
- keep it informal and student-led!)

Closure

Literature recommendations:
• No More Independent Reading Without Support
by Debbie Miller & Barbara Moss

If they don’t read much,
how they ever gonna get
good?”
RICHARD ALLINGTON
PROFESSOR OF LITERACY STUDIES AT UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE

• No More Reading for Junk
by Barbara Marinak & Linda Gambrell
INSPIRING KIDS’ PASSION FOR READING
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Build a Home to
School Connection

Frequently Asked Questions
HOW TO › ORDER WITH BOOK TRUST

HOW TO › TALK WITH FAMILIES ABOUT BOOK TRUST
How do I place my Book Trust order each month?

Leverage your students’ Book Trust books
to ensure students are reading their books
and engaging with family members.

Teachers must first create a Scholastic account and provide Book Trust with their 10-digit customer number in the online
training. If you did not receive login information for the online training, please contact support@booktrust.org. After you
complete both training courses, you are ready to place your first student order. Teachers will place their Book Trust order
each month by using the Student Flyer Order tab on Scholastic Book Clubs’ website. Here is a picture of that tab:

HERE ARE SOME TIPS THAT CAN HELP OPEN THE LINES OF
COMMUNICATION ABOUT BOOK TRUST AND READING AT HOME:

1
2
3

Send home a welcome letter to families
explaining Book Trust’s program.

Talk to families about Book Trust and
the books that will be coming home at
Back to School Night. We made slides
for you!
When speaking with family members,
stress the importance of reading
with their kids at home for at least 20
minutes each night. Use the “Why Read
20” graphic to drive conversations or
send home to parents!

4

Use the Remind app to send quick, simple
messages to parents about Book Trust books.
Let them know a choice day is coming up or give
them a heads up that kids are headed home with
new books. New this year, Book Trust will also be
sharing literacy pro-tips (in Spanish and English)
in your monthly teacher newsletter that you can
share with parents to increase family engagement.
“My teammate, Ms. Washburn, brought the idea to our
team and we use it for everything! Parents are more
comfortable texting and reach out more frequently.”
MS. LUCERO, MONROE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

Stress to families the importance of reading at home and creating a positive reading environment. Make it a
daily expectation that students read their new books for at least 20 minutes every night! By reading regularly
at home, students will increase their literacy skills, move up reading levels, and will become lifelong readers.
The following resources from this lesson can be found at booktrust.org/teachers:
Book Trust Welcome Letter

Family Literacy Night Kit
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Why Read 20 (English / Spanish)

Monthly Literacy Pro-Tips

When should I place my
order each month?

What if I get a new student
throughout the year?

Book Trust orders begin in September and end in May.
Teachers should place one order per month between the
first and last day of that month. The strict deadline is
10 pm Central Time on the last day of the month. However,
Book Trust strongly recommends you place your order by
the 15th of each month to allow ample time for questions
or issues that may arise.

If you get a new student throughout the school year,
you can order Book Trust books for them. If you get
more than five new Book Trust students at once,
please inform Book Trust so we can adjust your class
roster estimate.

How will Book Trust pay for my order?

Who do I contact with questions?

Book Trust automatically downloads your order from
Scholastic using the customer number provided to us via
your online training. Teachers should always choose the
“checks” payment method upon checkout. Teachers should
mail in checks for any students who may have ordered
above $7. Book Trust will pay up to $7 per student per
month by the 15th of the month following your order. For
example, an order placed September 4 will be paid by
October 15.

If you have questions throughout the school year
about how to use Book Trust, please first reach out to
your school’s Book Trust Manager. They have received
additional training and will be able to answer most
questions. If you’d like to reach out to Book Trust or
Scholastic, the contact info is:
1. Book Trust Manager: _____________________________
2. B
 ook Trust: via email at support@booktrust.org or
via phone at 720-259-8050
3. S
 cholastic: via phone at 1-800-SCHOLASTIC
(1-800-724-6527)

INSPIRING KIDS’ PASSION FOR READING
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Spreading the Word
HOW TO › SHARE YOUR CELEBRATIONS WITH BOOK TRUST

PRO TIP › WRITE THANK YOU NOTES TO BOOK TRUST

Hearing from you is the best part of our day! Here are a few ways that you
can share your celebrations, new books, or favorite parts of our program with
Book Trust. We cannot wait to see what is going on in your classroom!
Write a note to the donors
It is always nice for donors to see that their contribution is making a difference in a child’s life.
You can use our templates or create your own thank you notes. Ideas and writing prompts can
be found at booktrust.org/teachers. Send them to us and we will send your students’ notes to
our donors!

Book Trust
789 Sherman Street
Suite 300A
Denver, CO 80203

Take pictures
Capture the moment the book box arrives and your students’ joy for reading. Take pictures
of the celebration or your students reading their books! Show us how you use Book Trust in
the classroom – whether it is through centers, read alouds, book reports or shared reading.
We want to see you and your students in action. (Please be sure to only send pictures of
students with signed releases, or let us know that your photos are NOT for promotional use.)

stories@booktrust.org

Tell your friends about Book Trust
We love to hear what is going on in your classroom and what students say about their new books
and Book Trust. Share pictures or write down student quotes and tag Book Trust on social media.

booktrustusa

Tell us your stories
We have seen the huge impact Book Trust has on how students feel about reading at school
and at home. We want to hear the newest and most powerful stories from you! Ask students:
How has Book Trust impacted your life? Tell us your testimony or life story in a short video or
short story.

stories@booktrust.org

RED #f0533e
YELLOW #ffdb11
BLUE #20b1e6

booktrust.org/press
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Book Trust
789 Sherman Street
Suite 300A
Denver, CO 80203

Student prompts:

Teacher prompts:

Why is it important to pick out your own books?

Create a thank you video.

What do you see, hear, and feel when
your teacher passes out books?

Share the impact Book Trust has had on your
classroom and your teaching practice.

Where is your favorite place
to read your Book Trust books?

Share how Book Trust has impacted one of your
students’ family.

Where do you keep your Book Trust
books at home?

Student seasonal themes:

Student holiday themes:

Fall

Halloween

I fell in love with reading when

.

The scariest book I got was

Spring

I just grew into a great reader. Here’s how:

Summer

This summer I will read

.

I am thankful for my books because

.

Christmas
.

The best book I ever got was

.

Valentines

I love reading because
I love new books because

St. Patrick’s Day
I am lucky because
atengler@booktrust.org
720.259.8049

.

Thanksgiving

A book that makes me warm inside on a cold day is
because
.

If you get media inquiries
Occasionally, Book Trust schools receive media inquiries, most commonly to visit a Feed the Read
celebration. If this happens, please remember to contact Anne Tengler, VP of Marketing with the
details in advance of the event so that we can be sure to share attention on social media and in
the Press section of our website. A complete press kit is also available at booktrust.org/press.

It is critical to our success that Book
Trust donors see that their support
is making a difference in a child’s life.
Plan to send thank you notes to us
2-3 times a year. We will send your
notes to the donors!

Winter

Book Trust logo usage
Book Trust’s logo and program are our intellectual property and should not be used or altered
without Book Trust’s permission. We would love for you to help share our mission with your
community, but we would appreciate you sharing your plans with us before you use our logo
on collateral, tshirts, etc. Check out the basic usage guidelines at booktrust.org/press/#assets.

Thank You Note Tips

Easter

.

.

.

I hopped into a good book. Here is what happened:

.

INSPIRING KIDS’ PASSION FOR READING
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There is no such thing as a child who hates to read;
there are only children who have not found the
right book.”
FRANK SERAFINI

thank you
The entire Book Trust team extends a gigantic thank you to all the Book Trust Managers and
teachers who ensure that 57,000 students will receive more than a million books this year. You
are our not-so-secret weapon; it is thanks to your expertise, dedication, and passion that Book
Trust kids all over the country are empowered to become lifelong readers and learners.
Thank you for all you do, each and every day.

Tiffany Kuehner
Book Trust President & CEO

789 Sherman Street, Suite 300A › Denver, Colorado 80203

info@booktrust.org

booktrust.org

